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66%

65%

do not fully 
understand what 
we do

have never used 
our facilities



Other things being equal, 
support for leave was 30 
percentage points higher 
among those with GCSE 
qualifications or below than 
it was for people with a 
degree.

Brexit vote explained: poverty, low 
skills and lack of opportunities; 
Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 
August 2016

Brexit revealed a new story…..



What are Universities? 

Proposition 4 - The 

university's concern is 

'useful knowledge', but 

not merely with the 

immediately applicable 

- a university is a 

resource for an 

unknown future.

Geoffrey Boulton

29 March 2009 University World News 

Global Edition Issue 69 



What is Integrated Reporting ?



What is an Integrated Report ? 

An Integrated Report says who we are and where we are going.

“a concise communication about how an organisation’s strategy, 
performance and prospects ...lead to the creation of value over 
the short, medium and long term”. 



…and why is it different ?

It looks at both style and substance.

The Integrated Reporting framework sets out a suite of 
guiding principles and content elements that form the 
backbone of an Integrated Report.

Furthermore, an Integrated Report should be a pleasure to 
read.

And it is very different from what universities have done in 
the past. 



Why integrated Reporting ? 

An Integrated Report can become a useful tool

for a wider range of stakeholders

to gain a deeper understanding of a university’s

performance, plans, and prospects.





3 Fundamental Concepts

• Value Creation

• The 6 Capitals

• The Value Creation Process



The <IR> 6 capitals





7 Guiding principles

• Strategic focus, Future orientation

• Connectivity

• Stakeholder relationships

• Materiality

• Conciseness

• Reliability & Completeness

• Consistency & Comparability



Content elements are driven by the Principals

• Organisational overview & external environment

• Governance

• Business model

• Risks & opportunities

• Strategy & resource allocation

• Performance

• Outlook

• Basis of presentation



Create value, Tell the story



Live your story….

Deloitte’s Directors’ Guide to <IR>,

..integrated thinking is at the heart
of integrated reporting….

… it “challenges and enables companies to ‘live 
their story’, rather than merely tell it.” 

It is, in essence, the means for an

authentic presentation of the organization and how

it is creating value.



Integrated Reporting          Integrated Thinking

integrated thinking is the 
active consideration
by an organisation of
the relationships between its 
various operating and 
functional units
and the capitals
that the organisation
uses or affects.

integrated thinking leads to integrated 
decision-making and actions that consider 
the creation of value over the short, 
medium and long-term



The story is about Value Creation….



Business and Universities have shared goals….



Corporates are getting the message….

“The fact of the matter is we live in a very 
volatile world where businesses such as 
Unilever face issues which need long-term 
solutions.

It’s just natural that we should be thinking in 
terms of the way that we
tell our story externally, and indeed 
the way that we think internally,

in a much more integrated, long-term
perspective.”



<IR> is gaining traction…



Senior management experiences – familiar?

CIMA and the AICPA found that senior leaders 
are often struggling to make the right 
decisions:
“The large majority find themselves battling 
against
bureaucratic decision-making processes,
siloed and
short-term thinking,
breakdowns in trust and collaboration
inside the organization and
difficulties with translating ever-expanding 
volumes of information into relevant
knowledge.”

However, the researchers also identified a 
group of organizations that were
“using high-calibre decision making to
drive performance and
bottom-line results,
as well as making their organization
an attractive and stimulating environment for 
talented people”. 

These “Integrated Thinkers” were delivering 
business performance that was consistently 
above their industry peers.



Why is it essential to strategy?

It is therefore essential to the 
development
of strategy and provides a valuable
connection to the board.

Integrated thinking leads to
integrated decision-making and actions
that consider the creation of value over
the short, medium and long term.







Investors like it …..(think of your funders)





Using <IR> to tell better stories





PLACE



CHARACTERS



PREMISE

IN THE 
BEGINNING…

THE END



PLOT

IN THE 
BEGINNING…

THE END



PERIL



HAPPY ENDING



What’s your story?



Telling your stories……
Here are a few examples from Edinburgh’s annual report  to get your started…..





University of Edinburgh
Value Model















A balanced report also 
refers to bad news….



WHAT’S YOUR STORY?



Thank you!


